Tip Sheet for Hospitalist Open Notes
Background:

The 21st Century Cures Act, a federal law from 2016, mandates that clinical notes should be
accessible to patients, by Nov 2, 2020. This includes both inpatient and outpatient notes, as
well as historical notes. Exceptions: psych notes before Oct 29th; HIV and cancer results until patient
informed.
Target three areas to improve :

1. Edit your note to tell a clear story:
Write more thoughtful notes and avoid blowing in pages of mindless data. Please see page 2,
excerpts from “Restoring the Story and Creating a Valuable Clinical Note,” from Annals of Internal Medicine, Sept 2020.

- Summarize information: reduce the note bloat; do not blow in lengthy radiology
reports and lab tests
- Restore the story: edit out unnecessary details; don’t simply repeat prior notes
- Update note each day; make today’s plan very clear
- Simplify the AVS: explanation and instructions are written in simple terms
2. Use socially acceptable terms:
Avoid unflattering terms; be descriptive without being judgmental. Possible substitutions for
challenging terms:
difficult family → extremely involved family
unrealistic expectations → different goals
drug-seeking behavior → possible dependence issue
psychosomatic → possible somatiform disorder and anxiety
dying → appropriate hospice candidate
- refused → declined
-

Of course, race should not be mentioned, other than to describe primary language.
3. Consider using auto-correct, to expand abbreviations and terms:
Write for the average person (middle school reading level), which means avoiding medical
terminology, jargon and abbreviations. However, your note must still provide adequate
detail for coding and billing. In order to accomplish both goals, use auto-correct in Epic:
-

From the Epic button, select “tools” “spell-checker” → “user dictionaries”
Then select the tab “auto-correct”
Type out your terms. Ex: LLE → left leg
Go to your note. Type “LLE” and press the space bar. Epic will auto-correct the term to “left
lower leg”
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Writing a better note, taken from “Restoring the Story and Creating a Valuable Clinical Note,”
by Gatzner HE et al, from

Annals of Internal Medicine, Sept 2020
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